1. RELIEVE DESIGNATION'S (D) DISAPPOINTMENT APPARENT IN REPLY D

SPUNS FROM LACK OF EXPERIENCE IN INTEL BUSINESS WHICH WOULD
HAVE PREPARED HIM FOR ITS MANY FRUSTRATIONS. SUGGEST YOU
ENCOURAGE HIM ALL POSSIBLE MEANS AND ASSURE HIM FIRST INTEL
WILL RECEIVE AT HQS WHICH BARNES' VTY REQUESTS HIM RETURN FOR MORE
IN LINE WITH APPROACH OUTLINED IN REPLY A

2. EXPRESS ON D LIMITED VIEW INDIVIDUAL HAS OF OVERALL INTEL

PICTURE AND HOW SMALL SIGNIFICANT INSIGNIFICANT VIGNETTES HE OBTAINS
MAY BE MISSING PIECE IN LARGE PUZZLE. VIEW EXPENSE AND EXTENT
EFFORT ALREADY EXPENDED RELIEVE D MUST BE CONVINCED HE CAN SERVE
FURTHER USEFUL PURPOSE IN RETURNING. REMIND HIM THAT KEY TO SOFT
UNDERBELLY THIS MACHINE NOT YET FOUND AND HE MAY BE LUCKY OPERATOR
WHO NITS JACKPOT. KEY MUST BE IN DEVELOPING MILITARY OR GOVERNMENT

(Continued)
CONTACTS WHO KNOWLEDGEABLE TREASONOUS AND WILLING WORK AGAINST
REGIME FROM INSIDE. THIS IS JACOBS? D DUTY LOOK FOR USEFUL RETURNS
WITH FULL ASSURANCE FROM ENSURE THAT USEFUL INFORMATION
IS COLLECTED. AT SAME TIME IT VITAL TO KEEP THINGS MINIMUM OF
MAXIMUM IMPORTANCE OR WE WOULD NOT ASK HIM TO DO IT.

3. BELIEVE D FEEL HE WOULD TEND UP ASCENT FROM AMONG HIS
PAST FRIENDS BECAUSE HE SUGGEST HIM FOR OLD FRIENDS DEVELOP
NEW COUSIN AMONG REGIME FOR PURPOSES THIS OF. AMO AMONG FTP
TOP SENIOR WHICH LARGE RESPONSIBLE FOR CLEAVING OUT ORDERS FROM
TOP SENIOR THAT COULD SUGGEST TO OLD FRIENDS AND TIME INCREASE
ON GROUP PROBABLY ALREADY UNDER SUSPICION.
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